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QUESTION 1

When staffing a project, core members should include: (Choose two.) 

A. a lead business architect 

B. an independent auditor 

C. a database systems administrator 

D. a user experience (UX) architect 

E. a certified Java programmer 

Correct Answer: AD 

(http://www.pega.com/sites/pega.com/files/deliveryatpega2013.pdf) 

 

QUESTION 2

In aPrep and Reviewstyle DCO session, when should the scope of the review be limited to only those feedback items
captured in a previous session? 

A. Feedback items should only be reviewed in the Playback stage. 

B. All specifications should be reviewed until the Approvals stage to help the business users maintain context. 

C. Feedback items should always be moved to a separate DCO session. 

D. Feedback items should be reviewed in either the Post or Playback stage, whichever is most convenient. 

Correct Answer: B 

(http://soapower.com/IBMBPM/Whitepapers/IBM-BPM-Analyst-Report-on-IBM-vs- Pega.pdf) 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following project parameters may typically be adjusted to accommodate a change request? (Choose
three.) 

A. The project timeline 

B. The business vision statement 

C. The program charter 

D. The project scope 

E. The project resources 

F. The program mandate 
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Correct Answer: ADE 

(http://www.cognitivedesignsolutions.com/Information/ProjectMgt.htm) 

 

QUESTION 4

When conducting aReal-Time CaptureDCO session, drafts of the flows and UIs are _________________. 

A. drawn on a whiteboard before the DCO session begins 

B. drawn on a whiteboard during the DCO session 

C. created in Pega 7 after the DCO session ends 

D. created in Pega 7 during the DCO session 

Correct Answer: D 

(http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:HGRTpOYP5NQJ:https://pdn.pe ga.com/implementation-
methodology-dco/using-pega-bpm-with- prpc+andcd=1andhl=enandct=clnkandgl=in) 

 

QUESTION 5

Select the criteria to use when deciding to use a waterfall methodology. (Choose three.) 

A. Requirements are likely already established and unlikely to change during the project. 

B. The scope of the project is known and unlikely to change during the project. 

C. Requirements are not well known or may change during the project. 

D. The application is intended for an industry with rapidly changing standards. 

E. There are skilled developers who are adaptable and able to think independently. 

F. Stringent project milestones, or gates, are required by the organization. 

Correct Answer: ABF 

(http://turingsman.net/my-blog-list/183-scrum-vs-waterfall-two-different-approaches-to- software-development) 
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